Updates: Rick Miller and Mary Dolan updated the Council on the progress of creating a more integrative model for Financial Aid and Student Accounts.

Enrollment: Rick reviewed the current numbers for fall enrollment showing we are a total of 115 students over our enrollment budget goals. The campus goals for enrollment for fall 2018 will be stretch goals of 875 (for undergraduate students) and 300 (for graduate students).

Feedback on Travel and Reduction Guidelines: The tighter rules, especially with regard to no meal reimbursement without receipts, is more challenging for certain areas of the campus, especially for recruitment travel. Rick Miller was asked to examine this in more detail.

Leadership Forum: Feedback was positive regarding the drill focusing on what the campus response to an event similar to what occurred in Charlottesville that was conducted at Leadership Forum. Several areas discovered a need for preparation and planning for what could be a somewhat similar occurrence on our campus.

Community Check-in: Attendees at community check-ins in the future will receive a brief set of guidelines at the beginning of each check-in.

Personnel: Several personnel items and issues were discussed.